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Employ the full power of Mathematica 5.0 with these NEW resources!
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All titles include a dual platform CD-ROM 
and are compatible with earlier editions of Mathematica
Mathematica Navigator
MATHEMATICS, 
STATISTICS, AND GRAPHICS 
Second Edition
Heikki Ruskeepää
University of Turku, Finland 
“Mathematica Navigator is packed 
with excellent examples...an invaluable
companion to any textbook for most
Mathematica-enriched courses.” 
– F. Szabo, Concordia University
Part tutorial and part handbook, 
the Second Edition of Mathematica
Navigator provides a general
introduction to Mathematica 5.0
followed by specific applications in
graphics, methods of applied
mathematics and statistics, and
programming.
Key Features:
• Serves as an all-in-one guide to the 
new Mathematica 5.0
• Covers the most basic information 
and leads up to advanced topics
• CD-ROM installs easily into the help 
system of Mathematica
• Studies several real-life data sets
Contents:
Starting • Sightseeing • Notebooks • Files •
2D Graphics for Functions • Options for 2D
Graphics • 3D Graphics for Functions •
Options for 3D Graphics • 2D Graphics for
Data • 3D Graphics for Data • Numbers •
Expressions • Lists • Functions • Programs •
Differential Calculus • Integral Calculus •
Matrices • Equations • Optimization •
Interpolation • Approximation • Differential
Equations • Partial Differential Equations •
Difference Equations • Probability • Statistics
• References • Index
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Mathematica by Example
Third Edition
Martha L. Abell & 
James P. Braselton
Georgia Southern University, U.S.A.
“The book does an excellent job of
providing information that beginning
Mathematica users need, I think the 
use of Mathematica...[and] graphical
output is excellent.”
– W. Emerson, Metropolitan State 
Mathematica by Example is geared
toward the beginning Mathematica 
user, and focuses on the most-often-
used features of this powerful tool.
It covers popular applications of
mathematics within different areas
including calculus, linear algebra,
ordinary differential equations, and
partial differential equations.
Key Features:
• Introduces users to the features and 
applications of the new Mathematica 
5.0 in clear, understandable language
• Covers all the basics needed to get up 
and running
• Enclosed CD-ROM contains all inputs 
used in the book
Contents:
Getting Started • Mathematical Operations on
Numbers, Expressions, and Functions •
Calculus • Introduction to Lists and Tables •
Nested Lists • Applications Related to
Ordinary and Partial Differential Equations •
Some Graphics Packages • Selected
References • Index
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Differential Equations with
Mathematica
Third Edition
Martha L. Abell & 
James P. Braselton
Georgia Southern University, U.S.A.
“The topics covered are extensive. 
The order and organization are good,
especially in terms of increasing
sophistication of the mathematics
involved and in the complexity of 
the Mathematica programming
necessary.” 
– S. McDowall, Western Washington Univ.
This Third Edition integrates new
applications from a variety of fields,
especially biology, physics, and
engineering. It is compatible with
Version 5.0 and is a perfect introduction
to the subject matter and the software.
The book/CD-ROM package contains
built-in commands that let the user
solve problems directly using graphical
solutions.
Contents:
Introduction to Differential Equations • First-
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Differential Equations • Higher-Order
Differential Equations • Applications of
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